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Celebrating 50 years of Australian-US cooperation in space
Created by an Act of the US Congress in 1958, the

The coming decade promises more exciting encounters

nascent National Aeronautics and Space Administration

as the giant outer planets move into southern declination

(NASA) recognised from the start that it would require

and Australia prepares for a primary role when the New

international partners to realise its vision of space

Horizons mission reaches Pluto in 2015.

exploration. The technical skills of Australia's workforce,
Australia's strategic location on the planet, and a strong
sense of partnership and goodwill led to a shared view
of Australia's participation in that vision. That vision was
documented in the first treaty-level agreement between
the governments of Australia and the United States of
America: completed in February 1960, it established the
basis for Australian-US cooperation in space tracking.

NASA's Art Program was established in the early 1960s
to give expression to the mingled sense of history,
discovery, and challenge that makes the exploration of
space so universally intriguing. In 1969, NASA invited
Robert Rauschenberg to witness the lift-off of Apollo 11 at
Kennedy Space Centre and to use this theme to celebrate
the achievements of the Apollo mission to the Moon.
From this experience, Rauschenberg created the Stoned

In February 2010, Australia and the United States

moon series; the suite of lithographs discussed in this

celebrate the completion of the first half-century of

publication.

cooperation under this Agreement. Australia's support
has enabled NASA's missions from the earliest days of
astronaut flight to the first robotic explorations of the
solar system. Today, CSIRO is the Australian Government's
counterpart to NASA as both organisations fulfil their
respective government's obligations under the Agreement.
From a technical perspective the contribution has been of
enormous mutual benefit, and from a human perspective
it has given Australia a front row seat at some of the most
spectacular accomplishments of the century: Australia's
support of the Apollo missions meant that it received the

The continued popularity of the Stoned Moon series, and
the fact of its presence in the collection of the National
Gallery of Australia, is testimony to the enduring appeal of
space exploration to the imagination—and to Australia's
many avenues for expressing this appeal during this
celebration of 50 years of cooperation in space-faring.

Miriam Baltuck
Director
Canberra Deep Space Communication Complex
CSIRO Astronomy and Space Science

first transmissions of Neil Armstrong's historic steps on
the Moon. Our deep space tracking provided the lion's
share of data as the Voyager missions undertook their
grand survey of the planets, assured the success of
the Galileo mission to Jupiter when spacecraft troubles
required Australia to provide a timely workaround, and
delighted observers worldwide in the adventures of the

CSIRO

Mars rovers as they plied the surface of that planet.
Robert Rauschenberg working on Hybrid, Gemini G.E.L.,
Los Angeles, 1969.
Photo: Malcolm Lubliner
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Robert Rauschenberg’s Stoned moon series 1969-70
Mosquitoes and the majestic bird. It was

as he repositioned himself as an artist-activist, ardently

breathing now half asleep. Relaxing with

concerned with the political, social and cultural climate

fuelling. The moon rose. My head said for the

of America.

first time moon was going to have company

The incorporation of popular media imagery, selectively

and knew if.1

cut from the newspapers and magazines of the day,

At the invitation of the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA), the American artist Robert
Rauschenberg (1925-2008) witnessed the launch of
Apollo 11— the spacecraft that would place man on the
Moon for the first time. In the late sixties the launch
was seen as one of the most significant technological
advances and, in terms of the global political climate, it
marked the zenith of the 'space race'. The vast scale of
NASA's space program gave definition to the 'insatiable
curiosity of all mankind to explore the unknown',2 and its
success with Apollo 11 gave the world a new perspective
on what was humanly possible. For Rauschenberg, the

formed the core of much of Rauschenberg's work
throughout the 1960s. The artist appropriated media
images of the Vietnam War, America's race riots and the
assassinations of John F Kennedy and Martin Luther
King as the political and social subject matter for many
of his screenprinted canvases and print editions. NASA's
space program appealed to Rauschenberg as one of the
few technological projects of the decade that was not
fuelling an industry of war and destruction. Furthermore,
it stimulated his obsession for combining the divergent
spheres of art and technology. In 1966, Rauschenberg
co-founded the organisation EAT (Experiments in Art
and Technology) in order to facilitate collaborations

moon mission represented a momentous occasion,

between artists and engineers based on the belief

far beyond the obvious scientific marvel; the launch

that 'an industrially sponsored, effective working

marked the end of a decade in which the war in Vietnam

relationship between artists and engineers will lead to

and social turmoil in America had left him completely

new possibilities which will benefit society as a whole'.4

disillusioned. The launch gave Rauschenberg new hope

Thus, it was a pertinent choice on the part of NASA that

for the future.
As an artist who rose to prominence during the 1950s,

Rauschenberg should be the artist offered the official
opportunity to witness man's mission to the Moon.

Robert Rauschenberg's early career was founded on

Rauschenberg was an enthusiastic collaborator. He

a self-styled 'prankster' reputation and his repetitive

embraced all forms of reciprocal exchange, working

transgression of the artistic conventions of the time.

with numerous artists, composers, papermakers and

By radically fusing two-dimensional images with three-

printmakers in the creation of many of his most daring

dimensional objects, Rauschenberg created a new

and innovative works. One of the most successful of

species of art—the 'Combine'—and cemented his

Rauschenberg's collaborations was with the Gemini

position as the Neo-Dada3 artist who would skilfully

G.E.L. print studio in Los Angeles, where the artist was

bridge the apparent abyss between the old guard of

provided with an enormous range of technical support

Abstract Expressionism and the new Pop generation.

and, most importantly, a team prepared to take the

Despite the mischievous nature of his early pieces, by the

experimental printmaking leap with him. When Gemini

1960s Rauschenberg's art reflected a dramatic change

G.E.L. commissioned Rauschenberg to create the
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Stoned moon series of prints, the workshop braced itself

images (and a number of additional varia'

for a period of round-the-clock experimentation. Master

subject. Many of the lithographs are tech

printer and founder of Gemini G.E.L., Kenneth Tyler

in themselves—three of those for the se

recalled:

largest hand-printed lithographs to that d
was driven to match the significance of h

Rauschenberg was the consummate collaborator, who
loved to have everyone involved for long days (often all day
and all night with printers eating at the presses during our

possible, pushing the boundaries of print

marathon proofing and drinking sessions). He liked to push

uncharted territory. Tyler described some

the endurance equation and was often very engaging, often

problems and solutions:

succeeding in getting what he wanted.5

When encouraged to work on lithographic stones in 1960,
Rauschenberg responded that the second half of the
twentieth century was 'no time to start writing on rocks'.6
Ironically, it was Rauschenberg who went on to produce

i

matter and to disrupt the measure of wh

As you increase the scale, you also increas
problems ... the processes have to change
and everything else has to change ... For t
I laminated three stones together on some
backing and then I built a press that big to
every impression required two pounds of i

some of the most iconic lithographs of the 1960s and

stone needed four people just to keep it rr

1970s, working with both the leading print workshops

roll the roller across it and traverse back ar

of the time and the oldest paper mills. Lithography was

people, five people around a press all day,

a technique perfectly suited to the artist's methodology

days until it was done.8

of layering found images, and one that gave him total
control over the size and scale of each component
image. Rauschenberg developed a great affinity for the

The Stoned moon series was born from
determination of an artist and a print wo
permanently alter the state of American

lithographic process and thought of the stone as having
a skin that was 'receptive, organic, flexible'.7 It was his
natural understanding and artistic feel for this particular
technique, and the lithographic stone itself, that inspired
the title of the Stoned moon series and facilitated the
sophistication in composition and subtle variation of tone
and form present in the prints.

People. Hardware. Ideas. Activities.
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Granted access to NASA's detailed maps, charts, technical
graphs and photographs associated with the moon

By 1969, Rauschenberg had established

mission, Rauschenberg spent thirty-three days working
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with the Gemini G.E.L. studio to produce thirty-four
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(Previous page) Robert Rauschenberg working on Air pocket,
Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles, 1969. Photo: Malcolm Lubliner
(Top) Launch of Apollo 11, Kennedy Space Centre on 16 July 1969.
(Left) Astronaut Edwin E Aldrin Jr on the surface of the moon dur
ing Apollo 11 extravehicular activity, photographed by Astronaut
Neil A Armstrong on 20 July 1969. Images: NASA
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images (and a number of additional variations) on the

cloud of smoke, a metaphorical nest from which its flight

>und-the-clock experimentation. Master

subject. Many of the lithographs are technological feats

is imminent.

der of Gemini G.E.L., Kenneth Tyler

in themselves—three of those for the series were the
largest hand-printed lithographs to that date. The artist
was driven to match the significance of his subject

was the consummate collaborator, who
veryone involved for long days (often all day
th printers eating at the presses during our

matter and to disrupt the measure of what was artistically
possible, pushing the boundaries of printmaking into

fing and drinking sessions). He liked to push

uncharted territory. Tyler described some of the printer's

equation and was often very engaging, often

problems and solutions:

jetting what he wanted.5

ed to work on lithographic stones in 1960,
asponded that the second half of the
ry was 'no time to start writing on rocks'.6
Rauschenberg who went on to produce
st iconic lithographs of the 1960s and

As you increase the scale, you also increase the other
problems ... the processes have to change, the timing
and everything else has to change ... For Sky garden ...
I laminated three stones together on some honeycomb
backing and then I built a press that big to print it. Each and

Rauschenberg's prints consist of visual sequences
where the viewer interprets a progression of individual
images as though reading a sentence. In Banneriot
example, we gather a number of visual 'clues'; centrally
placed is a group of Florida oranges, glowing bright and
clustered like a group of alien moons. A staged media
photograph of the three astronauts, Mission Commander
Neil Alden Armstrong, Command Module Pilot Michael
Collins and Lunar Module Pilot Edwin Eugene 'Buzz'
Aldrin Jr, appears framed within a pale border at the
bottom of the image like a souvenir postcard from Earth

every impression required two pounds of ink. To wipe that

(the original photograph captured the three astronauts

stone needed four people just to keep it moist so they could

in their decontamination chamber, post-mission, being

with both the leading print workshops

roll the roller across it and traverse back and forth. That's five

congratulated by President Richard Nixon— a figure who

the oldest paper mills. Lithography was

people, five people around a press all day, for many, many

Rauschenberg notably removed from his appropriation).

ectly suited to the artist's methodology

days until it was done.8

i images, and one that gave him total
size and scale of each component
nberg developed a great affinity for the
:ess and thought of the stone as having
receptive, organic, flexible'.7 It was his

Along the right edge of Banner we can determine the
The Stoned moon series was born from the collective

ghostly silhouette of the great Saturn V rocket in its launch

determination of an artist and a print workshop to

position with an overlay of the artist's frenzied linear

permanently alter the state of American printmaking.

marks, portraying the enormous vibration and powerful

Aware of two ideologies: man and technology

nding and artistic feel for this particular
he lithographic stone itself, that inspired
'toned moon series and facilitated the
composition and subtle variation of tone
it in the prints.

thrust of launch itself. The incorporation of the official
'Great Seal of the State of Florida', with a traditional

The fundamental method used by Rauschenberg in the

Seminole woman laying hibiscus flowers on a shoreline

Stoned moon series is collage. Throughout the series of

and a European ship in the background, places an accent

thirty-four images, the artist has contrasted the local with

on issues of colonisation and of government control

the galactic, the Earth-bound with the celestial. In this

over outer space—a topic fervently debated at the time.

great collaboration of man and nature, and the marriage of

An assortment of switches, knobs and screws from the

vare. Ideas. Activities,

art and science, we see the marvellous and the everyday

control panel of the Command Module are scattered

ere performance is all.

and the coexistence of that which is man-made with that

throughout the image and we take note of the words 'DO

which occurs naturally.
to NASA's detailed maps, charts, technical
ographs associated with the moon

By 1969, Rauschenberg had established his second studio

lenberg spent thirty-three days working

on Captiva Island, Florida, and had become familiar with

G.E.L. studio to produce thirty-four

the flora and fauna of the area. Throughout the Stoned
moon series the viewer catches repetitive glimpses of

:>bert Rauschenberg working on Air pocket,
s Angeles, 1969. Photo: Malcolm Lubliner
iollo 11, Kennedy Space Centre on 16 July 1969.
dwin E Aldrin Jr on the surface of the moon durivehicular activity, photographed by Astronaut
on 20 July 1969. Images: NASA

NOT', 'HORNET' and 'PREP COMPLETE' that appear as
coded scraps of space-exploration-speak. These elements
were appropriated from the documentation supplied
by NASA and provided Rauschenberg with a means to
juxtapose his images with the written word.

the sabal palm tree, the great white heron, and what look

Banner is a dynamic hyper-collage—a powerful

like the distinctive stripes of the zebra long-wing butterfly.

combination of the artist's gestural mark making,

In Local means, the title of the work itself reinforces the

contrasted with the mechanical photographic reproduction

artist's deliberate contrast of the local and natural with the

of found newspaper and magazine images. Arranged

galactic and technological—an image of a local bird, the

in multiple, simultaneous combinations and directions,

great white heron, is contrasted with the great 'bird' itself,

Banner demands a different kind of looking—a repetitive

the Apollo 11 spacecraft, sitting perched on its blooming

change of focus, in an analysis of the detail of each
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Robert Rauschenberg and Kenneth Tyler during the Stoned moon project, Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles, 1969. Photo: Malcolm Lubliner

individual component image in order to perceive the

rocket. Sky rite depicts the frenzied activity of the NASA

composition as a whole. While this fragmentation of the

team at Mission Control, with the black-spectacled

composition is akin to the multiple viewpoints found in

rocket engineer Wernher von Braun dramatically raising

Cubism, it has been eloquently compared by John Cage

his index finger to the sky, perhaps 'quoting' (a device

to watching 'many television sets working simultaneously

often used by Rauschenberg) Michelangelo's Sistine

all tuned in differently...'9 Rauschenberg's collage-based

Chapel fresco, The creation of Adam. The artist had a

compositions guide the viewer's eye, encouraging the

number of lithographic stones photo-sensitised in order

gathering of clues and fragments of data to provide a

to incorporate photographic material and he adopted

symbolic blueprint from which an overall interpretation

specially prepared paper transfers in order to vigorously

of the artist's ideas about space exploration and

rub his found images onto the lithographic stones. In

technological progress can be made.

addition, he applied lithographic crayon and tusche to

It was through printmaking that Rauschenberg was able
to unite his obsessive use of the photographic image with
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create drawn and painted lines of motion, and splashes
of ink.

painterly techniques—an aesthetic blend of the apparently

The handcrafted 'static' produced by Rauschenberg's

contradictory techniques of Abstract Expressionism and

technique of rubbing his images onto the stones alludes

Pop. In Moon rose and Sky rite the viewer can follow

to the communication systems supporting the Apollo 11

the artist's process of transferring found images to the

mission—the recording and transmission of live imagery

printing stone. Two of the astronauts appear in Moon

from space to Earth and radio contact between Mission

rose against the background of the enormous Saturn V

Control and the crew, that were both subsequently

broadcast to the world. Rauschenberg was acutely aware

series, depicting the momentous launch of the Apollo 11

that 530 million people worldwide had witnessed the

spacecraft, that best encapsulates Rauschenberg's own

television spectacular of the Apollo 11 space mission and

personal interpretation of the historic event:

had listened to Walter Cronkite's marathon 27-hour

The bird's nest bloomed with fire and clouds. Softly, largely,

public broadcast of the landing on the Moon. The 'static'

slowly, silently. Apollo started to move up. Then it rose being

that we see in the artist's series of prints mimics the

lifted on light. Standing mid-air, it began to sing happily

reception of live recordings from the Moon to so many

loud. In its own joy wanting the earth to know it was going.

small black-and-white television screens and radio sets

Saturated, super-saturated, and solidified air with a sound that

around the globe.

became your body. For that while everything was the same
material. There was no inside no out. Power over power joy

An interesting feature of the Stoned moon series is that

pain ecstasy. Then bodily transcending. A state of energy.

only a small number of the works are colour-saturated,

Apollo 11 was airborne. Lifting pulling everyone's spirits with it.11

while the remaining works are black-and-white or subdued
monochromatic images. In Waves, one of the largest
black-and-white images in the series, Rauschenberg has
chosen to appropriate two of the first pictures from the
Moon. In the bottom right corner we find Armstrong, in
space suit, taking his famous steps, while on the left we
notice a reproduction of the photograph taken by Aldrin of

One of the great technological feats of the twentieth
century inspired one of the great artists of that same
period. The Stoned moon series stands today, forty years
after its creation, as a celebration of man's peaceful
exploration of space and the 'responsive, responsible
collaboration between man and technology'.12

his own footprint on the alien surface. In striking contrast
to the bright colours used to depict the Earth's flora and
fauna and human activity, the artist has dramatically
altered his palette to suit the monochromatic nature of the
Moon's surface. In doing so, Rauschenberg sets the print
depicts the frenzied activity of the NASA
Control, with the black-spectacled

series within two landscapes—the Earth and the Moon—
and emphasises the strange and mysterious atmosphere

\A/ernhervon Braun dramatically raising

of the 'Stoned moon' as a landscape of 'magnificent

to the sky, perhaps 'quoting' (a device

desolation'.10

auschenberg) Michelangelo's Sistine
'he creation of Adam. The artist had a

Apollo 11 was airborne. Lifting, pulling

iraphic stones photo-sensitised in order

everyone's spirits with it.

totographic material and he adopted
ad paper transfers in order to vigorously
ages onto the lithographic stones. In
ied lithographic crayon and tusche to
d painted lines of motion, and splashes

By presenting the Stoned moon series of works as a

Notes
The National Gallery of Australia holds a significant collection of the
works of Robert Rauschenberg, including the series of 34 Stoned moon
lithographs, plus one variation, produced in 1969-70. The works were
purchased by the Gallery in 1973.
The quotes interspersed through the text are from Rauschenberg's
'Stoned moon collage comment', a work created in 1969 in association
with the series of prints.
1

Robert Rauschenberg, A collage comment, published in Studio
International 178, no 917 December 1969, p 246-247.

2
3

Edwin 'Buzz' Aldrin Jr in a broadcast from Apollo 11, 1969.
'Neo-Dada' was the term initially given to the group of American
artists, including Jasper Johns and CyTwombly, who began to
incorporate found imagery and objects in their work.
Robert Rauschenberg and Billy Kluver E.A.T. News, no 2, 15 January
1967, New York, p 1.

4

(re)transmission of information from space to Earth, as
if we are again receiving the live broadcast of image

5

Kenneth Tyler in correspondence with Jane Kinsman, 11 June 2002,
published in The art of collaboration: the big Americans, National
Gallery of Australia, 2002, p 25.

6

Rauschenberg quoted in Esther Sparks, Universal Limited Art Editions,
Art Institute of Chicago and Abrams, New York, 1989, p 219.
Rauschenberg, A collage comment, 1969.

and sound from the crew of Apollo 11 via our television
screens and radios, Rauschenberg brilliantly captures the
essence of the historical event. He reminds us of our

7

'static' produced by Rauschenberg's

place on Earth, portrays the tenacity of the human race

8

Kenneth Tyler, Qantas Birthday Lecture, 14 October 1999, National
Gallery of Australia, Canberra.

bing his images onto the stones alludes

to embark on journeys of discovery in the face of the

9

cation systems supporting the Apollo 11

awesome power of nature, and simultaneously venerates

John Cage, 'On Robert Rauschenberg, artist, and his work' (first
published in Metro, Milan, 1961); republished in Silence, 4th edition,
The MIT Press, Cambridge Mass, 1970, p 98.

cording and transmission of live imagery

the combined ventures of art and science. Perhaps it

10

Described by Aldrin, broadcast from Apollo 11, 1969.

arth and radio contact between Mission

is in Sky garden, standing over two metres in height

crew, that were both subsequently

and the largest of the brightly coloured images in the

11
12

Rauschenberg, A collage comment, 1969.
See Mary Lynn Kotz, Rauschenberg: art and life, Harry N Abrams,
New York, 1990, p 178.
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Bait 1970
lithograph, printed in four colours from two
stones and two plates, on Arjorami paper
89.6 x 66.8 cm
right to print proof, edition of 45
1973.940

Trust zone 1969
lithograph, printed in three colours from two
photo-sensitive stones and one aluminium
plate, on Rives Special paper
104.1 x 83.8 cm
right to print proof, edition of 65
1973.1156
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Shell 1969
lithograph, printed in two colours f
stone, on Arches Special paper
81.6 x 66 cm
right to print proof, edition of 70
1973.938

le 1969
h, printed in three colours from two
nsitive stones and one aluminium
Rives Special paper
I3.8 cm
mint proof, edition of 65

Shell 1969
lithograph, printed in two colours from one
stone, on Arches Special paper
81.6 x 66 cm
right to print proof, edition of 70

Tracks 1970
lithograph, printed in four colours from four
aluminium plates, on Arjorami paper
111.6 x 88.8 cm
right to print proof, edition of 54

1973.938

1973.1166
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Sky hook 1970
lithograph, printed in one colour from one
stone, on Arjorami paper
121.8 x 86.4 cm
right to print proof, edition of 52

Horn 1969
lithograph, printed in one colour from one
stone (cracked), on Rives Special paper
105 x 86.2 cm
right to print proof, edition of 58

Ape 1970
lithograph, printed in three colours
stones and one plate, on Arjorami p
106.7 x 83.8 cm
right to print proof, edition of 46

1973.1165

1973.1157

1973.1168

)

printed in one colour from one
;ked), on Rives Special paper
cm
nt proof, edition of 58

Ape 1970
lithograph, printed in three colours from two
stones and one plate, on Arjorami paper
106.7 x 83.8 cm
right to print proof, edition of 46

Earth tie 1969
lithograph, printed in one colour from one
stone, on Arches Cover paper
122 x 86 cm
right to print proof, edition of 48

1973.1168

1973.1158
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Arena I, state 11969
lithograph, printed in one colour from one
stone, on Arches Cover paper
119.4 x 81.2 cm
right to print proof, edition of 12

Arena II, state I11969
lithograph, printed in one colour from one
stone, on Arches Cover paper
119.4 x 81.2 cm
right to print proof, edition of 50

1973.1159

1973.1160

Sack 1969
lithograph, printed in five colours
stones (one stone photo-sensitizr
cracked stone) and one aluminiur
Arjorami paper
101.7 x 71 cm
right to print proof, edition of 60
1973.1161
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969
in one colour from one
lover paper
edition of 50

Sack 1969
lithograph, printed in five colours from four
stones (one stone photo-sensitized and one
cracked stone) and one aluminium plate, on
Arjorami paper
101.7 x 71 cm
right to print proof, edition of 60

Sky rite 1970
lithograph, printed in one colour from one
stone, on Arches Cover paper
84 x 58.4 cm
right to print proof, edition of 56
1973.937

1973.1161
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Marsh 1969
lithograph, printed in one colour from one
stone, on Arches Cover paper
90.2 x 63.2 cm
right to print proof, edition of 60

Loop 1969
lithograph, printed in one colour from one
stone, on Rives BFK paper
83.8 x 71 cm
right to print proof, edition of 79

1973.932

1973.933

Earth crust 1969
lithograph, printed in two colours from one
stone, on Arches Cover paper
86.2 x 63.4 cm
right to print proof, edition of 42
1973.934

Air pocket 1970
lithograph, printed in one colour from one
stone, on Arjorami paper
91.2 x 129.5 cm
right to print proof, edition of 47
1973.1169

69
ih, printed in one colour from one
n Rives BFK paper
1 cm
Drint proof, edition of 79
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Post 1970
lithograph, printed in two colours from two
stones, on Arches cover paper
86.2 x 65.8 cm
right to print proof, edition of 44

Spore 1970
lithograph, printed in two colours from one
stone, on Arches Cover paper
86.2 x 61 cm
right to print proof, edition of 50

Moon rose 1969
lithograph, printed in one colour 1
stone, on Arches Cover paper
129.5 x 88.8 cm
right to print proof, edition of 47

1973.929

1973.941

1973.1162

)

printed in two colours from one
,rches Cover paper
m
it proof, edition of 50

Moon rose 1969
lithograph, printed in one colour from one
stone, on Arches Cover paper
129.5 x 88.8 cm
right to print proof, edition of 47
1973.1162

Ghost 1970
lithograph, printed in two colours from one
stone (cracked) and one aluminium plate on
Arjomari paper
86.4 x 64.8 cm
edition of 2
Image courtesy of Gemini G.E.L.
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Medallion 1969
lithograph, printed in one colour from one
stone, on Rives BFK paper
81.2 x 64.6 cm
right to print proof, edition of 48

Fuse 1970
lithograph, printed in one colour from one
stone, on Arches Cover paper
96.6 x 66 cm
right to print proof, edition of 63

1973.935

1973.930

Tilt 1970
lithograph, printed in two colours from ot
stone and one aluminium plate, on Rives
paper
69.8 x 56.4 cm
right to print proof, edition of 60
1973.931

20
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70
h, printed in one colour from one
i Arches Cover paper
3 cm
)rint proof, edition of 63

Tilt 1970
lithograph, printed in two colours from one
stone and one aluminium plate, on Rives BFK
paper
69.8 x 56.4 cm
right to print proof, edition of 60

Rack 1969
lithograph, printed in one colour from one
stone, on Rives BFK paper
76.2 x 62.2 cm
right to print proof, edition of 54
1973.936

1973.931
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Hybrid 1970
lithograph, printed in five colours from one
stone and four aluminium plates, on Arjorami
paper
138.4 x 91.2 cm
right to print proof, edition of 52
1973.1170
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Banner 1969
lithograph, printed in four colours from one
stone and three aluminium plates, on Arjorami
paper
137.2 x 91.4 cm
1973.1163

Waves 1969
lithograph, printed in one colour from one
stone, on Arjorami paper
225.6 x 106.6 cm
right to print proof, edition 27
1973.943

(following page left)
Sky garden 1969
lithograph and screenprint, printed in six
colours from one stone, four aluminium plates
and one screen, on Arjorami paper
225.9 x 106.4 cm
right to print proof, edition 35
n four colours from one
minium plates, on Arjorami

1973.944

(following page right)
Sky garden 1969
lithograph and screenprint, printed in one
colour from one stone, four aluminium plates
and one screen, on Arjorami paper
226.2 x 106.7 cm
colour trial proof number 5, edition of 6
variations
1973.945
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Brake 1969
lithograph, printed in one colour from one
stone (cracked), on Arches Cover paper
106.5 x 73.6 cm
right to print proof, edition of 60
1973.1164
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Score 1970
lithograph, printed in three colours from one
stone and two plates, on Rives BFK paper
66 x 49.6 cm
right to print proof, edition of 75
1973.942

Sub-total 1972
lithograph, printed in three colours from three
stones, on Rives BFK paper
20.6 x 32 cm
right to print proof, edition of 500
1973.946

27

28

White walk 1970
lithograph, printed in three colours, on
Arjorami paper
107.2 x 74.9 cm
right to print proof, edition of 53

Strawboss 1970
lithograph, printed in two colours from one
stone, on Arjorami paper
76.2 x 56 cm
right to print proof, edition of 50

1973.1167

1973.939
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In 1969, Robert Rauschenberg was invited by the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA) to witness the launch of the Apollo 11
mission to place man on the moon for the first time. At the end of a decade
in which the war in Vietnam and social turmoil in America had left him
disillusioned, this scientific and technological marvel gave the artist new
hope for the future. That year, in response to the Apollo 11 achievement,
and in collaboration with the Gemini G.E.L. print workshop, Rauschenberg
created the Stoned moon series—the title reflecting both the lithographic
medium and the moon mission.
This publication includes the Stoned moon series of 34 lithographs from
the National Gallery of Australia's collection and discusses them in the
context of the Apollo 11 mission as well as Rauschenberg's experimental
and groundbreaking printmaking techniques.
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